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Abstract. The goal of this paper is to analyse the relationships and differences among volleyball teams, participants of the 2018 World Cup in Japan, divided into three categories by their final standings (1st to 4th place, 5th to 8th place and others), based on the elements of situation-based efficiency. For the purposes of this paper, information from the official match reports (p. 2 report) related to the way of winning points in the match was used, and these data were analysed using the program Volleyball Information System (VIS). The data obtained were analysed in relation to the team category and the outcome of the match. The data were obtained using descriptive and comparative statistical procedures. The survey sample includes all the women’s volleyball championship games played in Japan in 2018. Based on the final standings, the teams were divided into three groups: 1) the teams who reached the 3rd stage of the tournament (6 teams, from 1st to 6th place); 2) the teams that finished the competition in phase 2 (10 national teams, ranking 7th to 16th); 3) national teams that finished the competition in phase 1 (8 national teams, ranking 17th to 24th). The results obtained indicate that the teams had an equally good performance of the block and serve game elements; statistically these were not significant for the match outcome, but they rather serve as an aid for the overall game and for the final outcome of the match. The results of this research also highlight the spike as the key element affecting the positive end result of the match. It is important to emphasize that the opponent errors are a factor that depends exclusively on the opponent, but they also determine the overall score of the winning team.
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INTRODUCTION

Outwitting the opponent is a dominant volleyball tactic, decisions are made in the present moment, it is a very demanding sport, because out of a large number of options, the right decision should be made at that very moment, which makes this sports game interesting.

Science and papers that deal with the development of sports games are increasingly trying to find the trends that influence the development of volleyball, as well as to separate the group of technical and tactical elements which are important for scoring points and which affect the final standings of teams in the championships.

Science is required for the further development of volleyball and it is necessary that significant issues related to the theory and practice of contemporary volleyball are explored, and that the lessons learned are incorporated into the processes of initial and stage selection, as well as into the technological modernization of the volleyball teams’ preparation process, and that the careers of young volleyball talents are subsequently directed. Significant differences among the volleyball teams, depending on their varying degrees of quality, require that special attention be paid to top teams and their technical and tactical activity when competing with teams of similar or the same quality (Brezić, 2006). Modern volleyball, as sport in general, is getting more and more directly related to science (Tomić & Nemec, 2002).

Each sports game has its own specifics and parameters that should be tracked. The same statistics and tracking cannot be applied to all sports games, which is why the use of special techniques is required based on the specific sport.

Volleyball activities include the following components:

- A spatial component: jumps, jump to attack, jump to block, jump to lift the ball for attack, jump to serve, falls (roll, roll dive), footwork (hop step, cross-over step), running, ball strikes i.e., to spike, to serve (Nejić, Stanković, Nejić, & Stojadinović, 2016);
- A temporal component: active game time, passive game time (during the sets, between the sets), total match time, as well as the total match time plus the time required for warm-ups;
- A technical and tactical component, which includes the technical and tactical elements of volleyball.

The technical and tactical component of the volleyball game can be divided into two phases: “Phase 1” includes the game elements: serve, block, defense, lift the ball to attack, attack. This phase of the game refers to the team which serves. “Phase 2” includes the following game elements: serve receive, lift the ball to attack, attack. “Phase 2” refers to the opposite team that has to receive a serve (Milosavljević, 2015).

Based primarily on his own coaching experience, Velasco (1998) believes that the volleyball game structure consists of a constant switch between attack and defence, that is, of a transition from one action to another and vice versa.

The volleyball game components relating to situation-based efficiency are those elements which help the team to score, which can be achieved from attack and counterattack, that is, by using: a serve, spike, block. The attack implies that the team scored a point after receiving the serve, while the counterattack implies the attack that occurred after the successful defence and includes all those balls that were passed to the opposing team. The counterattack allows the team to quickly switch to the attack mode and to try to win points in different ways after
the successful defence. The spike is the most dominant element of a volleyball game which brings points. Other game elements also play a significant role in the game and provide tactical advantage over the opponents, but in total the team scores the most points by spiking. It is certainly interesting to find out which of the five types of team preparation (technical, physical, psychological, tactical and theoretical) is crucial for the team efficiency, that is, how each of these determine the final result (Nešić, 2006).

The goal of this paper is to analyse the relationships and differences among the volleyball teams, participants of the 2018 World Cup in Japan, divided into three categories by their final standings (1st to 4th place, 5th to 8th place and others), based on the elements of situation-based efficiency.

**METHODS**

The issue that this research is dealing with is the current competitive structure of the activities of the best female senior volleyball teams in the world. The subject of this research is the structure (the components) of the technical and tactical volleyball actions; this structure is extremely complex, that is, it contains the components from which a direct point is scored (components of situation-based precision), and it is of great importance.

We assumed that the way a team scores points depends on the team category and the outcome of the match. Assumptions are given as follows:

1. The number of points scored with a block (per set and in relation to the total number of attempts) depends on the team category and the outcome of the match;
2. The number of points scored with a serve (per set and in relation to the total number of attempts) depends on the team category and the outcome of the match;
3. The number of points scored with a spike (per set and in relation to the total number of attempts) depends on the team category and the outcome of the match;
4. The number of points scored after the opponent’s error depends on the team category and the outcome of the match.

The sample used in this paper is made up of all the women’s volleyball championship matches played in Japan in 2018. Twenty-four (24) teams participated in the championship, and played a total of 103 matches, so the total sample consists of 206 game outcomes (each match contains 2 teams’ outcomes). Based on the final standings, the teams were divided into three groups: 1) the teams who reached the 3rd stage of the tournament (6 teams, from 1st to 6th place); 2) the teams that finished the competition in phase 2 (10 national teams, ranking 7th to 16th); 3) national teams that finished the competition in phase 1 (8 national teams, ranking 17th to 24th).

Table 1 shows the number of matches and the outcome of the matches played by teams from each category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of teams</th>
<th>Total Number of matches</th>
<th>Number of wins</th>
<th>Number of losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Volleyball Information System (VIS), the official software of the International Volleyball Federation (Federation Internationale de Volleyball-FIVB, n.d.) was used to collect and analyze the data. This system was created in order to support the organization of volleyball competitions and to inform the audience on the volleyball match details.

It consists of the central database where all the data are stored, and a series of web portals which the authorized users use to enter data into the system; these web portals then allow the audience to access and look at that data. For the purposes of this paper, information from the official match reports (p 2 report) related to the way of winning points in the match was also used:

- Opponent’s error (ERROR);
- The number of points scored with a serve per set (SERV);
- The number of points scored with a serve in relation to the total number of serves (% SERV);
- The number of points scored with a block per set (BLOCK);
- The number of points scored with a block in relation to the total number of block attempts (% BLOCK);
- The number of points scored with a a spike per set (SPIKE);
- The number of points scored with spike in relation to the total number of spike attempts (% SPIKE).

The data obtained were analyzed in relation to the team category (CAT, category 1 - 3, defined in the previous section) and in relation to the match outcome (OUTCOME), that is, whether the match ended in a win or a loss. Survey data were analysed using descriptive and comparative statistics. Descriptive indicators are presented using mean values (MV) and standard deviation (SD). The results are shown in tables and graphs.

The following discrimination tests were applied within comparative statistics:

- The Two-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate the influence of the interaction between the “team category” factor (1, 2 or 3) and the “match outcome” factor (win, loss) on the variables examined;
- The One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to evaluate the difference between the “team categories” when the “outcome of the match” factor is equal (separately for the losses, and separately for the wins);
- The Student’s t-test was used for the independent samples with a correction for different sample sizes in order to identify the differences in the way points were scored within a certain team category in the case of different “match outcomes” (win, loss).

**RESULTS**

Tables 2-5 show the results of descriptive statistics of the examined variables for the different team categories, especially in the games in which the teams won or were defeated, while the graphs 1-7 show the results of the two-way analysis of variance of the examined variables for the CAT and OUTCOME factors.

Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics results for the SERV and % SERV variables. Minimal differences between the categories were observed as well as the fact that category 1 (which includes the best teams) has the worst results for both variables with
regard to the wins, while the opposite is the case regarding the losses when it comes to the variable SERV, and the results were equal from the aspect of the % SERV variable.

Table 2 Descriptive statistics indicators of points scored with a serve (per set and in relation to the total number of serves)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team category</th>
<th>Serves per set (number of points)</th>
<th>Serve (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wins</td>
<td>Losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.67±0.93</td>
<td>1.08±0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.85±0.94</td>
<td>1.08±0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.18±1.01</td>
<td>1.01±0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the two-way ANOVA for the variable SERV indicate that the factors CAT and OUTCOME did not significantly affect the results (F=0.876; p>0.05). When the results were observed only from the aspect of the OUTCOME variable, there were no significant differences between the matches won or lost by a team (p<0.05), while there were no significant differences between the individual categories with regard to the CAT variable (p>0.05). From the aspect of the sub-samples of the team categories, a significant difference was observed depending on the OUTCOME variable in all categories (p<0.05), while no differences were observed between the categories regardless of whether the teams win or lose the match (p>0.05; Graph 1).

Graph 1 Mean values and standard deviation for the SERV variable with differences between certain groups

Legend: * significant difference in relation to the OUTCOME variable

The Two-Way ANOVA results for the % SERV variable indicate that the interaction between the CAT and OUTCOME factors does not affect the results significantly (F=0.348; p>0.05). When the results were observed only from the aspect of the OUTCOME variable, there were significant differences between the matches won or lost by a team (p<0.05). From the aspect of the sub-samples of the team categories, a significant difference was observed depending on the OUTCOME variable in all categories (p<0.05), while no differences were observed between the categories regardless of whether the teams win or lose the match (p>0.05; Graph 2).
Graph 2  Mean values and standard deviation for the % SERV variable with differences between certain groups  
* significant difference in relation to the OUTCOME variable

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics results for the variables SPIKE and % SPIKE. There were no differences in the win results from the aspect of both variables, while a difference was actually observed in the loss results regarding the SPIKE variable.

Table 3 Descriptive statistics indicators of points scored with a spike (per set and in relation to the total number of spike attempts)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team category</th>
<th>Spikes per set (number of points)</th>
<th>Spike (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wins</td>
<td>Losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.63±1.66</td>
<td>12.57±1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.16±2.39</td>
<td>12.40±2.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.22±1.55</td>
<td>10.15±2.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Two-Way ANOVA results for the SPIKE variable indicate that the interaction between the CAT and OUTCOME factors affects the results significantly ($F=3.776; p<.05$). When the results were observed only from the aspect of the OUTCOME variable, there were significant differences between the matches won or lost by a team, while there were no significant differences observed at the level of the CAT variable. From the aspect of the sub-samples of the team categories, a significant difference was observed depending on the OUTCOME variable in all the three categories, while the differences between the categories were observed only in the games lost by the teams ($p<.05$; Graph 3).

Graph 3  Mean values and standard deviation for the SPIKE variable with differences between certain groups  
* significant difference in relation to the OUTCOME variable; b – significant difference in relation to the category 3
The two-way ANOVA results for the % SPIKE variable indicate that the interaction between the CAT and OUTCOME factors does not affect the results significantly ($F=1.198; p>.05$). When the results were observed only from the aspect of the OUTCOME variable, there were significant differences between the matches won or lost by a team, while there were no significant differences observed at the level of the CAT variable. From the aspect of the sub-samples of the team categories, a significant difference was observed depending on the OUTCOME variable in all the categories ($p<.05$), while no differences were observed between the categories regardless of whether the teams win or lose the match ($p>.05$; Graph 4).

Graph 4  Mean values and standard deviation for the % SPIKE variable with differences between certain groups

Legend: * significant difference in relation to the OUTCOME variable

Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics results for the variables BLOCK and % BLOCK. There were no significant differences observed with regard to any variable in question.

Table 4  Descriptive statistics indicators of points scored with a block (per set and in relation to the total number of block attempts)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team category</th>
<th>Blocks per set (number of points)</th>
<th>Block (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wins</td>
<td>Losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.94±1.184</td>
<td>1.66±0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.98±1.56</td>
<td>1.63±0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.83±1.24</td>
<td>1.97±1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two-way ANOVA results for the BLOCK variable indicate that the interaction between the CAT and OUTCOME factors does not affect the results significantly ($F=.395; p>.05$). When the results were observed only from the aspect of the OUTCOME variable, there were significant differences between the matches won or lost by a team, while there were no significant differences observed at the level of the CAT variable. From the aspect of the sub-samples of the team categories, a significant difference was observed depending on the OUTCOME variable in the categories 1 and 2 ($p<.05$), while no differences were observed between the categories regardless of the match outcome ($p>.05$; Graph 5).
The two-way ANOVA results for the % BLOCK variable indicate that the interaction between the CAT and OUTCOME factors does not affect the results significantly (F=.033; p>.05). When the results were observed only from the aspect of the OUTCOME variable, there were significant differences between the matches won or lost by a team, while there were no significant differences observed at the level of the CAT variable. From the aspect of the sub-samples of the team categories, a significant difference was observed depending on the OUTCOME variable in all the categories (p<.05), while no differences were observed between the categories regardless of the match outcome (p>.05; Graph 6).

Table 5 shows the descriptive statistics results for the ERROR variable. There were differences observed between the categories only with regard to the losses.
Table 5  Descriptive statistics indicators of points scored after the opponent’s error

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team category</th>
<th>Opponent’s errors per set (number of points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.34±1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.42±1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.52±1.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two-way ANOVA results for the ERROR variable indicate that the interaction between the CAT and OUTCOME factors does not affect the results significantly (F=1.949; p>.05). From the aspect of the sub-samples of the team categories, a significant difference was observed depending on the OUTCOME variable in categories 2 and 3 (p<.05); significant differences were also observed between categories 1 and 3 in the matches lost (p<.05; Graph 7).

Graph 7  Mean values and standard deviation for the ERROR variable with differences between certain groups

Legend: * significant difference in relation to the OUTCOME variable; b – significant difference in relation to the category 3

**DISCUSSION**

The number of points scored with a serve does not differ significantly in relation to the interaction between the team category and the match outcome factors. Based on the results we can see that the serve has no significant effect and does not directly affect if a team wins (based on the statistics of direct points scored during the match). Serve errors are also a very significant factor when it comes to the total number of points during a match. This analysis increases the importance of developing a serving strategy (Valladares, García-Tormo, & João, 2016). The serve is actually the first contact with the ball, and also the first opportunity to score a point, but a good serve can also prevent the opponent from performing the ideal attack which then prevents the team that served to organize the defence strategy on time. Based on the statistical results, we can conclude that coaches should focus on serve performance in order to score more direct points from this volleyball component and increase the possibility of winning more points than the opponent, thus having a greater chance of winning. We have to emphasize that the serve
parameter was used for the purposes of this paper, as well as the number of points scored using this game component; however, we have not analysed serving effectiveness as a volleyball game element that prevents the opponent from effectively organizing the attack and scoring a point. The statistical results of the opponent’s poor serve reception due to the well-executed serve could allow us to see that serve is important not only as a volleyball technique that is used to score points directly, but it can also be used to prevent the opponent from organizing a successful and efficient attack. These assumptions have been confirmed by many authors who have dealt with this topic. More efficient serves enable the team that serves to organize the defense more easily and efficiently due to the poor and scattered serve reception by the opposing team and their inability to attack at the right pace (Buscà, Moras, Peña, & Rodríguez-Jiménez, 2013). Attack and serve efficiency are the elements used most frequently to define technical and tactical efficiency, since they are the technical and tactical elements that begin and end the attack phase which the efficiency in scoring points depends on, and which are crucial for the final outcome of a set and match (Nešić, 2006). The number of direct points scored with serve does not differ significantly in relation to the team category which means that the teams have the same number of points won in total. The main difference is reflected in the fact if a team lost or won the game, and based on these parameters, there are obvious differences among the teams in relation to team categories. There was a slight difference in category 1 teams matches depending on whether they won or lost the game, while in categories 2 and 3 there was a significant difference in the matches won compared to the matches lost. Therefore, stability was observed in category 1 teams regarding the serves, regardless of whether they lost or won, while in categories 2 and 3, the serve clearly affected the match outcome, because in the matches they won, the teams had a similar or the same percentage as the teams from category 1, while in the matches they lost, the teams had a very poor performance of the serve which caused a small number of points to be scored. Therefore, the number of points scored with serve varies depending on the outcome of the match.

Serving efficiency also determines the outcome of the match, since based on the results obtained, it was evident that the teams that won a match had a good serve efficiency, while the teams that lost a game had a bad serve efficiency. This clearly indicates that psychological factors also affect the efficiency of certain volleyball techniques, in this case of the serve. In addition to other volleyball game elements, serving efficiency also significantly determines the positive match outcome, and based on the results obtained this has been proven to be correct. Using a comparative analysis of serve efficiency coefficients, it was determined that there was a statistically significant difference between the two groups of teams. On average, the group of less successful teams had a serve efficiency of 33.67%, while the group of successful teams had a serve efficiency of 41.56%. According to the results of actual research, the serve is an extremely significant technical and tactical game tool (Majstorović, 2015).

The percentage of points scored with a serve (in relation to the total number of serves) does not differ significantly depending on the interaction between the team category and match outcome factors, as we have seen that all teams have approximately the same positive percentage of points scored with a serve in the matches they won, as well as approximately the same negative efficiency in the matches that they lost, which has been proven for the team categories, while a very slight difference was noticed only depending on the match outcome.
The number of points scored from attack attempts varies significantly depending on the interaction between the team category and match outcome factors. The spike stands out as a significant volleyball technique that directly influences the final outcome of a match. Spike efficiency is crucial to winning points. This claim is also confirmed by Nešić (2006) when saying that the group of less successful teams on average achieves an attack efficiency of 52.17%, while successful teams achieve 59.04%. The attack efficiency is crucial to winning points, regardless of whether the team’s efficiency in other technical and tactical elements is high. An effective attack allows the team to compensate for any deficiencies in serve reception or lifting the ball for attack, so it is expected that this element is more crucial in determining the match result than serve reception and lifting the ball for attack (Majstorović, 2015).

Coaches pay the most attention to attack efficiency and the impact of reducing errors, and the statistical results have proven these elements to be significant for the final standings in the competition. Such results have been confirmed and supported by previous studies, which also claim that the attack is a significant technical and tactical element which determines the final championship outcome (Patsiaouras, Moustakidis, Charitonidis, & Kokaridas, 2011).

The number of points scored from attack attempts in category 1, 2 and 3 teams matches differ significantly depending on whether they won or lost the game. The conclusion is that the teams that had effective attacks eventually won the match, while the field attack using the spike technique was of crucial importance for the teams to win the game. These results are further supported by the fact that the teams which lost the games also had a negative percentage of points scored from attack attempts. The number of points scored from attack attempts differ significantly between the category 1 and 2 teams, 1 and 3 teams, 2 and 3 teams, in those cases when the teams lost the match. As we have already said, good attack efficiency is crucial for the victory of the teams, while poor attack performance results in a loss of a match. If excessive attack errors are made, or the team is unable to organize the attack and transfers the ball into the opponent’s field, then the opponent is given the chance to score a point with a counter-attack.

The number of points scored with an attack varies depending on the match outcome, which means that the effectiveness of the team depends on the performance of this volleyball game element. The teams that excel in an attack are more likely to win the match.

The percentage of points scored from attack attempts (in relation to the total number of attacks) does not vary significantly depending on the interaction between the team category and match outcome factors. The percentage of points scored with a spike (in relation to the total number of attacks) differ significantly among all team categories depending on whether the team won or lost the game. The teams that made it to the finals of the competition had a high efficiency of points scored in relation to the number of attacks performed, so a significant difference was observed depending on the team category. This further explains their final standings in the competition with regard to the positive results obtained depending on the match outcome.

Many authors have studied the structure of the volleyball game (Ţeleznak, 2004; Cabrini, 1995; Bosco, 1994; Fontani, 1994; Cardinal, 1993; Viitasalo, 1991; Ivojlov, 1984) and all have come to the conclusion that elements crucial for an effective game are the volleyball movements, that is, jumps, ball hits, fast - agile movement in the field, and anticipation which comes with experience.
The number of points scored with a block does not vary significantly depending on the interaction between the team category and match outcome factors. Block positioning is a complex process, it is influenced by a large number of situation-based effects that block players have to notice, resolve and then take an adequate position in a timely manner. Many authors have investigated the difference between a single and double block, and the obtained results have clearly shown that a single block is less efficient than a double block (Meskuita & Cesar, 2007; Afonso, Meskuita, & Palao, 2005; Palao, Santos, & Urena 2004). A double block requires players to be faster and to quickly switch into the defence mode against the attacking opponent. The statistical results only include block efficiency when a direct point is scored. However, the blocking technique has one more role to play: an effective block is not only when the team scores a direct point, but also when it allows the team to take a good defence position by defending a certain part of the pitch and making it easier for the defence players. Therefore, the results obtained show that there is no significant difference in winning direct points with regard to the points won with a block, because the number of points scored in all three categories is approximately the same.

The number of points scored with a block differs significantly between the category 1 and 2 teams depending on whether they won or lost the game. This parameter shows us that the block has a positive impact on the team. The team that had more effective blocks eventually won the match, and according to the statistical results the team that had a small number of points scored with a block as a consequence lost the game. The number of points scored with a block does not differ significantly depending on the team category. If all the teams are compared, regardless of the competition phase they reached, the results show that their block efficiency did not affect their final results. So, all teams in the championship had about the same percentage of successful blocks in relation to the number of block attempts. The study conducted by Majstorović (2015) by using the comparative analysis of the block efficiency coefficient, found a statistically significant difference between the two groups of teams. The group of less successful teams on average had a block efficiency of 51.94%, while the successful teams’ block efficiency was 56.46%. The same is confirmed by Nešić (2006) - the group of less successful national teams had an average block efficiency of 49.71%, while the successful teams’ block efficiency was 53.25%.

The number of points scored with a block differs significantly depending on the match outcome, which means that there is no difference between the teams with regard to block effectiveness, meaning that everyone’s block technique is equally good or bad.

However, block effectiveness affects the attitude of the team and their game (therefore, the match outcome as well), because when the teams lost the game, they had a poor block performance, and when they won, they had a high number of points scored with a block. Thus, the results obtained prove that block efficiency differs depending on whether a match was won or lost.

This result confirms and supports the claims of other prominent volleyball experts who said that the block is a significant technical and tactical element which the effectiveness of winning or losing a game or success in a tournament depends on (Gajić, 2005; Janković & Sabljak, 2004; Železnak, 2004; Tomić & Nemec, 2002).

Based on the obtained results, the percentage of points scored with a block (in relation to the total number of blocks) does not differ significantly depending on the interaction between the team category and the match outcome factors, and it does not
differ significantly depending on the team category. However, the differences were recorded in all team categories in the matches they won and lost which further shows that the differences depend on the final outcome of the match.

The opponent’s errors do not significantly affect the outcome of the match, but they certainly affected the players’ mental state and their further efficiency, depending on the moment at which those errors occurred. There were no significant differences observed among the team categories in the opponents’ errors in the cases when the teams won. Moreover, a significant difference was observed between category 1, and category 2 and 3 in situations where teams lost the match. Unlike categories 2 and 3, category 1 had the same number of errors regardless of the match outcome, which further indicates that category 1 teams did not lose games due to their errors, but because of their inefficiency or greater opponent efficiency. However, category 2 and 3 teams lost the matches due to the effectiveness of the opponents, but also due to their own big number of errors.

Studies on the level of risk that volleyball players take during further competition phases indicate that the risk of playing spikes increases, resulting in the increase in the number of failed spike attempts (Garcia-Tormo, Vaquera, & Morante, 2015). In his presentations on the volleyball game structure, Velasco (1999) wrote about player errors during the game, which are a part of the modern volleyball (Rally Point Scoring-RPS). According to him, the structure and the number of errors are the key game elements that directly affect if a game is won or lost.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper tried to identify the differences between the teams which reached different stages of the competition in the way they scored points, based on the results of the 2018 volleyball women’s world championship. The fact that these teams participated in the World Cup means that they are the best in the world in performing the technical volleyball elements, and morphologically and physically superior to all other teams. It was assumed that these teams have approximately equal efficiency in all game elements and that there are minimal differences among them. Based on the analysis of the data obtained at the end of the matches, it was observed that there were no major differences among the team categories with regard to serve and block efficiency; however, the spike was singled out as the crucial factor for the match outcome and final standings in the competition. Opponents’ errors are a factor that depends directly on the opponents themselves, but it also affects the overall score of the winning team. The level the team is at depends on the way points are won and directly influences the outcome of the match. Therefore, the effectiveness of the team depends on the efficiency of all the volleyball game elements and the on the smallest number of errors possible since they also affect the end result (the main hypothesis partially confirmed).

Based on the data obtained in this paper, the spike is the crucial factor for the positive match outcome (assumption 3 confirmed), whereas all the other game elements are approximately the same in relation to all the teams in all the categories (assumptions 1 and 2 rejected). Therefore, the team becomes efficient by using the spike as the main game element to win points and by making as few mistakes as possible (assumption 4 confirmed). By analysing game activities, the coach identifies the weaknesses of the opponents and finds the right tactics to force them to make mistakes.
In order to perform a spike during a game, the ball must first go through other game elements such as a serve, serve reception, ball lifting, followed by the spike and the block by the opposing team. Therefore, according to the results obtained in this paper, the teams have equally good performance of the block and serve game elements, but statistically these game components are not significant for the match outcome in the form of points won; these are rather an aid in the implementation of other game elements. Therefore, in addition to practising the spike, coaches should have their team practice other game elements such as the block, serve, receiving and lifting in order to build a stable team that can perform stable attacks. Statistically, the teams did not score too many points with a block and serve which is why these game elements cannot be characterized as crucial to the match outcome. A well-executed serve causes the opposing team to have difficulty with their spike and with scoring a direct point, which allows the team to score a point with a properly positioned block. Therefore, if these two game elements are improved and become significantly more efficient, the match outcome will not solely depend on the spike performance efficiency, but it will rather be proportionally distributed to all the other game elements used to score points directly.
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RELACIJE TEHNIČKO-TAKTIČKIH ELEMENATA DIREKTNOG OSVAJANJA POENA U FUNKCIJI PLASMANA NA SVETSKOM ODBOJKASKOM PRVENSTVU ZA ŽENE 2018. GODINE

Cilj rada je da se ispitaju relacije i razlike između odbojkaških reprezentacija, učesnica svetskog prvenstva 2018. godine u Japanu, podeljenih u tri kategorije po plasmanu (od 1. do 4. mesta, od 5. do 8. mesta i ostali), a prema elementima situacione efikasnosti.Za potrebe ovog rada korišćene su informacije iz zvaničnih izveštaja sa utakmica (p 2 izveštaj) koje se odnose na način osvajanja poena na utakmici, a analiza tih podataka je realizovana preko programa odbojkaški informacioni system (Volleyball Information System – VIS). Dobijeni podaci su analizirani u odnosu na kategoriju ekipe i ishoda utakmice. Podaci su dobijeni primenom deskriptivnih i komparativnih statističkih procedura. Uzorak u ovom istraživanju čine sve utakmice svetskog prvenstva u odbojci za žene odigrane u Japanu 2018. godine. Na osnovu konačnog plasmana reprezentacije su podeljene u tri grupe: 1) reprezentacije koje su stigle do 3. faze takmičenja (6 reprezentacija, plasman od 1. do 6. mesta); 2) reprezentacije koje su takmičenje završile u 2. fazi (10 reprezentacija, plasman od 7. do 16. mesta); 3) reprezentacije koje su takmičenje završile u 1. fazi (8 reprezentacija, plasman od 17. do 24. mesta). Dobijeni rezultati ukazuju da ekipe imaju podjednako dobro izvođenje elementa bloka i servisa, ali statistički ne prikazuju značaj za konačan ishod, već kao pomoć pri realizaciji ukupnih elemenata odobjkaške igre na konačan ishod meča. Rezultati ovog istraživanja ističu i smeć kao ključni element za pozitivan krajnjii ishod meča. Značajno je naglasiti da su greške protivnika faktor koji direktno zavisit od samog protivnika, ali i na ukupan rezultat ekipe koje pobijduj.

Ključne reči: kategorije, efikasnost, tehničko-taktički elementi, devojke, plasman.